STUDENT SURVEY ABOUT THE __________ PROGRAM

PART I: DIRECTIONS- READ EACH SENTENCE BELOW. Think about how often the sentence describes you. Circle the answer which describes you best.

EXAMPLE:

I play outdoors.

MOST OF THE TIME               SOMETIMES               NEVER

If you play outdoors nearly every day, you would circle MOST OF THE TIME.

1. The things I study in the __________ school are new to me.

   MOST OF THE TIME               SOMETIMES               NEVER

2. The things I study in the __________ school are challenging to me.

   MOST OF THE TIME               SOMETIMES               NEVER

3. I enjoy being in the __________ school.

   MOST OF THE TIME               SOMETIMES               NEVER

4. I enjoy working with the people in the __________ school.

   MOST OF THE TIME               SOMETIMES               NEVER

Thank you!

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN THE ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO: DR. MARCIA DELCOURT, 275 RUFFNER HALL, 405 EMMET STREET, THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22903.